ACARL, JAMES OLU
xx 28 xxxx St,
Ogba bus stop
Lagos.

PHONE; 08030xxxxx0 , 080xxxxxx77
EMAIL; xxxxxx@gmail.com

x Years working experience, (Twelve years as a Quality control personnel in
Information Technology, Construction and Generator Production Companies and two years as
a banker). Computer Literate, , Fast in Learning, Highly Dedicated to Work, Sincerity.
CORE VALUE:

WORK EXPERIENCE
2015-DATE

XXG LTD
Address - Lagos.

Position

Manufacturing Quality Control Engineer
(Cutting and bending section)

JOB DESCRIPTIONS
1. Communicate job expectations and performance requirements to machine operators.
2. Plans daily machining by studying work orders, blueprints, engineering plans, materials,
specifications, locations of surfaces, and machining parameters; interpreting geometric
dimensions and tolerances.
3. Organize and schedules work, assign job duties and monitors progress to ensure that assigned
operations are performed in a smooth and efficient manner.
4. Gathering and analyzing information from work sites to identify root causes in resolving
business needs.
5. Interpreting work orders, specifications, and company policies and procedures for employees.
6. Develop and maintain productive work relationships with Managers, other Supervisors, and
Team Leaders to coordinate operations and activities.
7. Create a positive work environment and contribute to the morale of the team.
8. Demonstrate teamwork and leadership.
9. Assist in maintaining accurate inventory
10. Responsible for training machine operators in the proper use of personal protective equipment
and tools.
11. Coordinate safety-related functions and personnel, ensure machine operators’ adherence to
safety protocols, and verifies that all equipment is operating within safe limits.
12. Plan and organized maintenance with the maintenance team
13. Work closely with Environmental and Safety Manager to ensure a safe environment for
employees
14. Completing necessary paperwork, such as incident reports and time-off requests.
15. Use respect, tact, and courtesy in working with others.
16. Ensure continuous improvement to current operations to enhance efficiency
17. Quality checks on plates before commencing manufacturing process.
18. Verify alignment and dimensions of product with the use of digital protractor and other devices
and also solicit observations from operators.
19. Mark defective pieces and recommends scrapping or methods for reworking.
20. Maintain records, inspection results, and performance documentation
21. Prepare clear and concise reports
22. Provide root cause analysis and execute corrective action plans
23. Submit quality evaluation and analysis of Statistical Process Control report on daily production
achieved

2014-2015

XXG LTD
Address - Lagos.

Position

Quality Control Engineer
(Powder coating section)

JOB DESCRIPTIONS
1. Inspect material/part surface for obvious defects such as but not limited to; weld spatter, rough
welds, surface wear/corrosion, material design conformation and rough/sharp corners or edges.
2. Make sure defective materials/components are returned for rectification/correction before the
beginning of painting process (chemical treatment).
3. Check the raw materials supplied (chemical and powder) for expiration and proper
handling/mixture ratio
4. Observe the surface dryness after chemical treatment/surface preparation to ensure proper
ambient temperature dryness before hanging.
5. Control of storage and certification of consumables.
6. Perform qualifications of coating processes.
7. Carry out dry film thickness and glossy checks. .
8. Mark products with tracking code.
9. Perform visuals inspections.
10. Perform adhesion testing.
11. Evaluate impact testing.
12. Review work for accuracy, neatness, and conformance to production guidelines and quality and
safety standards
13. Record inspection data.
14. Maintain records, inspection results, and performance documentation
15. Prepare clear and concise reports
16. Mark defective pieces and recommend scrapping or methods for reworking.
17. Provide root cause analysis and execute corrective action plans
18. submit quality evaluation and analysis of Statistical Process Control report on daily production
achieved
19. Use respect, tact, and courtesy in working with others.
20. Ensure continuous improvement to current operations to enhance efficiency
2013-2014
Position

XXX Nig. Ltd
Quality Control Inspector Fuel Section
Job Description
1. Ensured that the fuel density meets the company’s standard by using
hydrometer
2. Ensured that there are no impurities in the fuel
3. Ensured that there were no water in the fuel
4. Ensured that fuel was clean before usage
5. Rejected any fuel that was short of company’s standard

2006-2012

RXXXX TXXX Limited
Address.

Position

Business Development / Quality Control Supervisor
Job Description
1. Inspected products to identify flaws and defects
2. Ensured correction of product defects are carried out before it hit the
shelve
3. Arranged special activities and event to test out the reliability and
effectiveness of products to maximize their qualities
4. Supervised a team of quality control inspectors / Engineers
5. Ensured that products and services meet clients’ requirement
6. Constantly on quest for better quality of products and services
7. Strategies on New Business Ideas

TRAININGS ATTENDED:



QUALITY IMPROVEMENT AND MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAMME
WORKING AND MANAGING SAFELY

UNPUBLISHED WORK
Mechanically Operated Waste Bin
Mechanically Operated Highway Sweeping Machine
PERSONAL DATA
DATE OF BIRTH :-SEX
:-MARITAL STATUS :-NATIONALITY :-STATE OF ORIGIN :RELIGION
:--

9TH June 19xx
Male
Married
Nigerian
xxx State
Christianity

SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATION
2003—2004
xxxx katsina
Diploma in Microsoft Office & Desktop Publishing
(UPPER CREDIT)
1999—2002

HOBBIES
REFEREE

The Polytechnic, xxxx, Cross River State
HND Mechanical Engineering (Production Opt)
(UPPER CREDIT)
Singing, Reading and Playing Table Tennis
On Request

